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Upper and lower bounds for generalized Christoffel functions, called 
Freud-Christoffel functions, are obtained. These have the form &,,J W, j, x) = 
inf ~lPWllLrcoB)/IP”)(x)I, where the intimum is taken over all polynomials P(x) of 
degree at most n - 1. The upper and lower bounds for L,,J W,,j, u) are obtained for 
all 0 <p < cc and j = 0, 1, 2, 3,... for weights W(X) = exp( - Q(x)), where, among 
other things, Q(X) is bounded in [ -A, A], and Q” is continuous in Iw\( -A, A) for 
some A > 0. For p = iu, the lower bounds give a simple proof of local and global 
MarkovBernstein inequalities. For p = 2, the results remove some restrictions on Q 
in Freud’s work. The weights considered include W’(.r) = exp( - In)“/2). a > 0, and 
W(x) = exp( -exp( 1x1”)). p > 0. 1’ 19X5 Academx Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let W(x) be a function, positive in ( - co, co), for which all moments 
j;^m W(x) .wj dx, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., are finite. Let p,,( W*; x), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be the 
sequence of orthonormal polynomials for W2(x); that is, 
s 
UC 
p,( W2; x) p,( W’; x) W’(x) dx = 1, m = n, 
-* 
= 0, m # 4 
m, n = 0, 1, 2,.... The classical Christoffel functions are defined by 
A,( W*; x) = inf 
s m (f’(u) W(u))* d4(W))2 PEP,-, --c 
n = 1, 2,..., (1.2) 
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where P,_ i denotes the class of polynomials, with real coefficients, having 
degree at most y1- 1. 
By approximating W and l/W from below by polynomials, Freud [ 5-71 
and Nevai [ 17, 181 estimated A,( W2; X) from above and below, with the 
aid of the Christoffel functions for the Legendre and Chebyshev weights on 
[ - 1, 11. Typically, Freud [5-81 considered weights of the form 
W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), where Q(x) is convex and of polynomial growth as 
1x1 -+ a3. Freud’s upper bounds for ;I,( W2; X) [6] apply, for example, to 
W,(.x)=exp( - /x/“/2), c(> 1, and his lower bounds [5, 73 apply to 
WY(x), CI B 2. The case CI = 1 was investigated by Freud, Giroux, and 
Rahman [9]. 
The first lower bounds for 3.,( e ; x) for 0 < IX < 1 and 1 < CI < 2, appear 
in Mhaskar and Saff [ 14, Theorem 6.51. They credited their results for 
1 < a < 2 to Freud, but gave a simplified and elegant proof. For 0 < c( < 1, 
the first lower bounds appear in Mhaskar and Saff [14, Theorem 6.51. It is 
interesting to note that since the moment problem for q(x) is indeter- 
minate, O<a< 1, 
1/U~;x)= f oh(q;x))Z 
k=O 
converges uniformly in compact subsets of C to an entire function of at 
most minimal type of order 1 (see Akhiezer [ 1, pp. 49-591). 
For special weights such as W(x) = exp( -x4/2), precise asymptotic for- 
mulae were obtained for A,( W’; x) by Nevai [20, Theorem 21 and the 
bounds on the orthonormal polynomials in Bonan [3] and Nevai [21] 
trivially yield lower bounds for the Christoffel functions. The behaviour of 
Christoffel functions in C\lw has been analyzed by Rahmanov [22]. 
Various generalizations of the classical Christoffel functions have been 
investigated by Freud [7] and Nevai [ 191. In [7, pp. 23-241, Freud con- 
sidered 
(1.3) 
where @J is an arbitrary linear functional defined on all polynomials. 
Further, he obtained lower bounds for A,( W2; @) when D(P) = P”‘(x), 
j= 0, 1, and together with some results on Cesaro means of partial sums of 
orthonormal expansions, used these to obtain a Markov-Bernstein 
inequality. In turn, the Markov-Bernstein inequality yielded lower bounds 
for A,( W2; @) when @(P) = P(j)(x), j= 2, 3, 4,.... For Jacobi weights U(X) on 
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[ - 1, 1 J, Nevai [ 19, pp. 106-113 obtained upper and lower bounds 
throughout [ - 1, l] for the L, Christoffel functions 
kz(%P, x) = plf-, j’, IP(f 42) ~W(X)lP> 
n 
(1.4) 
for all O<p<co. 
In this paper, we obtain upper and lower bounds for generalized 
Christoffel functions of the form 
(1.5) 
for all 0 <p < cc and j= 0, 1, 2 ,.... We shall call these Freud-Christoffel 
functions. We use the formulation of the problem in (1.5) without the pth 
power of the norm, since it leads to unified proofs for all 0 <p 6 cc for 
weights on Iw. By contrast, Nevai showed (1.4) to be a more suitable for- 
mulation for weights on [ - 1, 11. For p = co, the lower bounds for 
A,,( W, j, x) lead to a simple proof of local and global Markov-Bernstein 
inequalities, which does not require the lengthy process of [7]. 
The weights considered have the form W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), where Q(x) 
is bounded in each finite interval, and Q” is continuous in [w\( -A, A), for 
some A > 0. Further Q is required to satisfy some additional conditions in 
some cases. The restrictions on Q are weaker than those in Freud [7]-for 
example, we do not require Q to be even, or convex, or of polynomial 
growth for large 1x1. 
Both the upper and lower bounds are new for all p # 2. For p = 2, the 
upper bounds are new if j = 1,2,3,... and the lower bounds are new for j = 0 
for weights such as W(X) = exp( -exp( Ixlp)), p > 0, and are largely new for 
W(x) = exp( - 1x1*/2), 1 < a < 2. The global Markov-Bernstein inequalities 
are also new for weights such as W(x) = exp( -exp(lx[ p)), while the local 
Markov-Bernstein inequalities are all new. 
The proofs use ideas of Freud [S-7], Nevai [17-193, Mhaskar and Saff 
[14, 151 and a simple trick, which enables one to estimate A,,( W, j, x) 
from below in terms of A,,p( W, j- 1, x) for a large range of x. One 
interesting feature of the proofs is that we hardly use the theory of 
orthogonal polynomiais, but deduce corollaries for orthogonal 
polynomials. Further, we exploit Cartan’s lemma [2, p. 1741, and a trick 
from the convergence theory of Padt approximation, as in Lubinsky [12]. 
In [ 123, inequalities relating L, norms of weighted polynomials over finite 
and infinite intervals, were established. Related L, inequalities have been 
obtained using different methods by Zalik [23,24 J and for a general class 
of weights by Mhaskar and Saff [14]. The classes of weights in [ 12, 141 
overlap, but do not coincide. 
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For p = co and W%(x), LX > 0, very precise and elegant inequalities of this 
type were obtained by Mhaskar and Saff [14] and they subsequently con- 
sidered more general classes of weights [ 15, 161. Using their methods and 
those of Rahmanov [22], one may obtain “asymptotically sharp” L, 
inequalities for weights W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), where Q(x) is even, convex 
and continuous in [0, a) (see [ 131). Professor Saff has informed the 
author that he and Mhaskar have obtained sharp L, inequalities in general 
situations. 
The paper is set out as follows: In Section 2, we define our notation. In 
Section 3, the principal results are stated. In Section 4, the general lower 
bounds for E.,J IV, j, x) are proved. In Section 5, some sums associated 
with the Chebyshev polynomials are estimated. In Section 6 the main 
upper bounds are proved. Finally, in Section 7, the weights exp( - /xl”), 
a > 0, and exp( -exp( 1x1”)), p > 0, are considered. 
The author would like to thank the referee for his patient and meticulous 
reading of the original version of the manuscript, and for his suggestions to 
improve the standard of presentation. In the original version of this paper, 
integral inequalities were established, and these are referred to in [12]. 
These inequalities are omitted from the present version, but this does not 
affect the proofs in [12]. 
2. NOTATION 
Throughout, W(x) denotes a function positive in (- co, 00) and 
Q(x) = log l/W(x), x E (- ‘;o, co). We usually assume 
Q(x) is bounded in each finite interval, and ,dim_ Q(x)/log 1x1 = co, (2.1) 
so that all moments of W(x) are finite. Further, we assume that 
Q”(x) is continuous in ( - cc, x)\( -A, A) for some 
A > 0 and Q” is not identically zero there. (2.2) 
Throughout, for j = 0, 1, 2, we let 
Mi(5)=max(]Q”‘(u)l:A61ul~.(}, (>A. (2.3) 
The orthonormal polynomials associated with the weight W* are denoted 
by p,( W2; x), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and satisfy 
I T p,(W2;x)p,(W2;x) WZ(x)dx=l, 
m = n, 
~ ,jc’ 
= 0, m # n, 
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m, n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... The class of polynomials of degree at most n, with real 
coefficients, is denoted by P,. Given 0 <p < co, - co < a < b < co, and a 
measurable function g(x) on (a, b), we let 
IlP 
/IgIl L/k&b) = 0 
; lx(x)l’~x) 2 o<p<co, 
=esssup{Ig(x)l:xE(u,b)}, p=cQ. 
Given 0 <p d 00, j= 0, 1, 2 ,..., and n =j + 1, j + 2 ,..., the Freud-Christoffel 
functions are 
~n,pw,j, x) = p$f_, lI~~Il.p(--m,,)lI~(i)(x)l~ XE(-co, co). (2.4) 
n 
For the special case p = 2, (1.3) yields 
n-1 - l/2 
1 (pj;“W; x)1’ , (2.5) 
k=O 
j=o, 1, 2,...; n =j+ l,j+ 2,.... 
The iterated exponential function expj(x) and the iterated logarithm 
logi are defined as follows: 
w,(x) = x, XE(--CO, a), 
exPj(x) = exP(exPj- I(X)), XE(-co, KI),j=1,2,3 )...) 
while 
logo(x) = x, XE(--OC, a), 
hj(X) = log(logj- 1(x)), XE (exp,- ,(O), co), j= 1,2, 3 ,..., 
Throughout, C, C,, C, ,... denote positive constants independent of n and x, 
which are not necessarily the same from line to line. When stating 
inequalities for polynomials P of degree at most n, C, C1, C2,... will denote 
constants independent of P and n. To denote dependence of constants C on 
parameters e, j,..., we shall write C= C(E, j) and so on. 
The usual symbols N, o, 0 will be used to compare functions or sequen- 
ces. Thus, f(x)-g(x) if for some C, and Cz, C, <f(x)/g(x) < C2 for all x 
considered. Further, given two sequences {a,} and {b,}, we say an-b, if 
for some C, and C,, and all large enough n, C, < u,/b, < C,. The symbol 
Pi will denote the jth derivative with respect to the independent variable, 
when that independent variable is taken to be x. Thus, for example, 
@J(t) =f”‘(x). 
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3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Our main theorem on lower bounds for A,,( W, j, x) is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W(x)=exp(-Q(x)), where Q satisfies (2.1) and 
(2.2). For large enough positive x, let 5, denote the positive root of the 
equation 
(3.1) 
Let 0 <p 6 co. Let s be a positive integer and j be a non-negative integer. 
(i) Given O<E< 1, 
L,,( W,j, x) 2 C(S,/nY+ ‘lp W(x), 
for all 1x1 6 E[,,, where C= C(E, j, p, s). 
(ii) For all large enough n, let 
Pfl = (1 - 5sn/L7P2. 
Then 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
A,,( WA x) 2 C(~,p,/nY+ ‘jp W(x), (3.4) 
for all (xl < t,, where C= C(j, p, s). 
Remarks. (i) The only condition on Q above is that Q”(x) be con- 
tinuous for large (xl, and Q be bounded in each finite interval. Thus the 
above result weakens Freud’s restrictions [6, 73 that Q(x) be convex and 
of polynomial growth. 
(ii) When Q” is of smooth polynomial growth, one can show p,,- 1. 
Further, one can replace rzSn in (3.3) by r,,, where c is arbitrarily large. 
This might ensure ,u~- 1 in slightly more general situations. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1. 
(i) Local Markov-Bernstein inequality: Let 0 < 6 K E G 1. Then 
IIP’WlILa(--bt,,65,) 6 C(n/L) lIPWIILm(~~Ssn,Ersn), (3.5) 
for all polynomials P of degree dn. 
(ii) Let 0 < 6 < 1 and j be a non-negative integer. Then for 1x1 < b5,,, 
n--l 
W2(x) C (pp)( W2; x))~ d C(n/SJy+ ‘. (3.6) 
k=O 
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Although (i) of Corollary 3.2 does not follow immediately from Theorem 
3.1, its proof is contained in that of Theorem 3.1. One can also prove a 
global Markov-Bernstein inequality: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Further assume 
we are given a sequence {k(n)>,“= 1 of positive integers such that n(n) an, 
and such that for all polynomials P(x) of degree dn, 
IIPWII Lo(Iw)~2 IIPWIIL~(--Sn(“).rK,n,). (3.7) 
Then 
(i) For O<p<a~ andj=O, 1,2 ,..., 
L( WA xl > C(C;,~K(n~/~(n)Y+ lh W(x), XER. (3.8) 
(ii) Global Markov-Bernstein Inequality: 
For all polynomials P of degree <n, 
IIP’WII L,(R) G C(~(nMtln~K(,~)) VW Lm( R). (3.9) 
When Q is of smooth polynomial growth, one may replace <,,p.+Jtc(n) 
by 5,/n in (3.8) and (3.9). More precisely, this is the case whenever Q has 
the following properties: 
I. Whenever {a,} and {fin} satisfy c(, + cc and cc,/p, -+ 1, as n --t 00, 
then 
~*(FJ/~*(P,) -+ 1 asn-+co. 
II. There exist C, > 0 and Cz > 0 such that for 5 > C1, 
3~*~,(5)(log(lxl/5))Q(x) G 1, l-4 2 c25. 
When Q is of faster than polynomial growth, it is not obvious whether 
Corollary 3.3 can be improved. 
Our main upper bound is the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let W(x) =exp( -Q(x)), where Q(x) satisfies (2.1) and 
(2.2), and satisfies the following additional assumptions: 
I. For each K > 0, 
Imin(O, min{Q”(u): A < (u( < K5))) = o(M,(r)/t), 5 -+ co. (3.10) 
II. For each n > 0, there exist E > 0 and C > 0 such that 
Ml(aMl(5) < % 5 > c. (3.11) 
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III. There exist C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 such that for (2 C, . 
3rM,(5)flog(l.ul/~))lQ(x) 6 1, I.4 3 c,5. (3.12) 
For large enough positive x, let q* denote the root of the equation 
q.rMl(q.x) =x. (3.13) 
Then for O<p,< co, andj=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
A,JW,j, x) d Cdq,/nY+ “pWxL (3.14) 
1x1 d G4m where C,, Cd = C3, Cdi, P). 
Remarks. (a) The implicit conditions (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) are 
rather unattractive, but seem essential in some form in the proofs. Note 
that (3.10) holds if Q(x) is convex for 1x1 3 A, since then the left member of 
(3.10) is 0. Further, both (3.11) and (3.12) seem to be satisfied if Q’(x) 
grows faster than some power of x, and does not behave too wildly. For 
the special, but important, case j = 0, one does not need (3.11). Further 
(3.10) and (3.12) may be weakened but we omit the rather awkward 
general formulation. 
(b) The definition (3.13) of q-, is a natural generalization of Freud’s qX 
[ 5-71. 
(c) The restrictions on Q above weaken those of [6] where Q was 
required to be convex, and had to satisfy 
1 + C, < Q’(2x)/Q’(x) < 1 + Cz, X>C,, 
which forces Q to be of polynomial growth. 
(d) The above results may be stated in a more explicit form for weights 
such as W(x) = exp( -exp(lxl”)) or W(x) = exp( - Ixl”/2): 
THEOREM 3.5. Let I he a positive integer, let c, p > 0, and 
W(x)=exp(-cexp,(Ixl”)), XE R. (3.15) 
For large enough n, let 
8, = (log,n)““. 
(i) Then for 0 <p < co and j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
A,JW,j, ~)-(%~lnY+“~W(x), 
for (XI d C%, where C = C( j, p). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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The lower bound in N holds for all 1x( <&I,, any 0 < 6 < 1. 
(ii) For large enough n, let 
vn=(fl, log,n)2. 
Then for 0 < p 6 as and j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
~,,(w,j, 4 2 W,/(nv,)Y+ ‘QVx), XER, 
where C = C(j, p). 
(iii) For any polynomial P(x) of degree Gn, 
II P’ WII L,,R,~C(nvn/RJ IIPWI,~,.,. 
(iv) For all non-negative integers j, 
n-1 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
W’(X) C {pp( ~2; x)}2 6 c(t2v,/e,)2j+l, XER. (3.21) 
k=O 
It seems probable that the exponent 2 in (3.18) can be replaced by 1. In 
any event, the above results are the first to appear for these weights. Noting 
that lim, _ o. 5,/e,, = 1, Corollary 3.2(i) yields better results for intervals of 
the form ( - de,,, se,), 0 < 6 < 1. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let W(x) = exp( - Ixl”/2), x E R, CI > 0. Let 
e, = n ‘I’, n = 1, 2,.... 
(i) Ifa>2, thenfor O-cpdcc andj=O, 1,2 ,..., 
~~,,,(W,j, +WnY+ “PWxh 
for 1x1 6 ce,, where C = C( j, p). Further, 
A,,p(W,j, xl 2 W,/nY+‘~~W(.+ x E ox, 
where C = C( j, p). 
(ii) Ifl<cr<2, thenforO<pdcc andj=0,1,2 ,..., 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
~,,,(W,j, x) G W,lnY+ ‘QfW, 
for I4 < c,e,, where C, C, = C, C,( j, p). Further, given E > 0, 
L,p(W,j, x) 2 W,/nY+ l’pW(x), 
for (xl 3 &,, where C = C(E, j, p). 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
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(iii) IfO<a<l, thenforj=OandO<p<co,andforj=O, 1,2,...and 
O<p<2, we have 
J,,J W,j, xl 2 CWx), x -5 % (3.27) 
where C = C( j, p). 
Remarks. (a) The lower bounds in (i) are contained in Freud [7] for 
the case p = 2 and j = 0, 1,2 ,.... The upper bounds in (i) are contained in 
Freud [6] for the case p = 2 and j = 0, but are otherwise new. 
(b) The upper bounds in (ii) are contained in Freud [6] for the case 
p = 2 and j = 0, but are otherwise new. The lower bounds in (ii) are new, 
but Mhaskar and Saff [ 14, Theorem 6.51 established (and credited Freud) 
with the estimate 
&,2( W, 0, x) B C(e,l(n log n))“‘W(x), XER. 
We note that the proof of (3.26) actually establishes (3.26) for all 0 < a -c 2, 
but (3.26) is of interest mainly for a > 1. For a = 1, Freud, Giroux and 
Rahman [9] showed 
A,,( w, 0, x) B C(log n) ~ 1’2 W(x), XER. 
(c) The lower bounds in (iii) are new. It seems likely that (3.27) holds 
for all O<p<~o, and j=O, 1,2 ,..., but the author could not prove it. In 
[ 14, Theorem 6.51, Mhaskar and Saff stated A,,*( W, 0, x) z CW(X)/~“~, 
x E !R, but their proof actually shows that for all x E Iw, 
W-‘(x) Az,2( w,0, x) 2 A,,,( w, 0,O) 3c. 
(d) An interesting consequence of (3.27) for j= 0 and 0 <p < co is that 
the polynomials are not dense in the weighted space /i, = {f :fwc L,(R)}. 
Although this seems to be known if p = 2, the author could not ascertain 
whether it is known for p # 2. The details are contained in Lemma 7.5. 
(e) Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 can be applied to weights such as 
W(x) = (1 + x~)~ exp( - (xl “/2), which have been considered by Zalik 
[23,24] for a = 2. Further, the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.4 can be 
modified to handle weights such as W(x) = lxlp exp( - Ixl”/2), by using the 
upper and lower bounds in Nevai’s memoir [19] for the Christoffel 
functions for the weight w(x) = 1x18, x E [ - 1, 11. 
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4. PROOFOFTHE GENERAL LOWER BOUND 
The idea of Freud [S, 61 and Nevai [ 17,181 to find lower bounds for 
A,,( W, 0, x) is to approximate W(x) from below by polynomials and then 
to apply estimates for the Christoffel functions for the Legendre weight on 
[ - 1, 11. We proceed with the construction of suitable polynomials. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let m be a positive integer, and 
P,(x) = f x’lj!. (4.1) 
/=a 
Then 
(3/4) ev(x) G P,(x) G (5/4) fw(x), (xl <m/4. (4.2) 
Proofi Let d(x) = exp(x) - P,(x). This function has a zero of mul- 
tiplicity m + 1 at x = 0, and so d(x)/x” + ’ is entire. Applying Cauchy’s 
integral formula to this latter function, we obtain for 1x1 <m/4, 
exp(m log 4)(4 log 4)-(m+‘) 
< exp( -m/4)/4 < exp( - x)/4. 
Now (4.2) follows. 1 
Before completing the construction of the polynomials, we need the basic 
properties of 5,: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), where Q satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). 
Let 5, be defined by (3.1) for large positive x. Then, for large positive x, 
(i) 5, is non-decreasing, and continuous. 
(ii) lim,, o3 t, = co. 
(iii) 5, < Cx1j2. 
(iv) tzx/tx < 2l”. 
Proof: Part (i) follows from (3.1) and the fact that c’M,(g) is con- 
tinuous and strictly increasing in l; 
(ii) follows from the fact that t2M2(5) is bounded in finite intervals; 
(iii) follows from (3.1) and (2.2) which show that M2(<) is not iden- 
tically zero; 
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(iv) follows from (3.1): By (3.1), 
L/5.J2 = 2~*(5,Y‘442(52.,) G 2. I 
We can now, following Freud [7], complete the construction of the 
polynomials. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let W(x) = exp( -Q(x)), where Q satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). 
Further, let us assume 
Q’(O) = 0, (4.3) 
and that A = 0 in (2.2), so that 
Q” is continuous in 5X. (4.4) 
For each fixed x, define a quadratic in t by 
%Cc xl = Q’(x)(t - x) i- M,(&)(t - ~)~/2, (4.5) 
and with the notation ef (4.1), let 
Then 
6) R,[x; x] = W(x) and D,R,[t; x] = -Q’(x) W(x). 
(ii) R,[t; x] has degree 32n. 
(iii) w(t) 3 (4/5) Mt; xl >O, I4 d L, I4 <L,. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
ProofI Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from (4.1), (4.5), and (4.6). 
(iii) By (4.3), we have for 1x1 6 l,, 
IQ’(x)1 = 11; Q”(u) dul G 042(5,,). (4.9) 
Then (4.5) and (4.9) yield for 1x1, ItI G<,,! 
Jut; XII < 25;: M2(tn) + 2M,(5,) (2 = 4n. 
Then by Lemma 4.1, for 1x1, It) <l,, 
0 < W(x) Pld - &zCt; xl 1 
d (5/4) exp( -Q(x) - Ut; ~1) 
= (5/4) w(t) ev(Q(t) - Q(x) - Q’(x)(t - xl - M2(5Jf -x12/2) 
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(by (4.5)) 
= (5/4) w(t) ev((Q”UV - M2(tnMf - x)‘I2) 
(where 8 lies between t and x) 
< (5/4) W(t). 
Finally (4.6) and this last inequality yield (4.8). 1 
The next few lemmas will be used to estimate A,,( W, j, x) from below by 
induction on j. 
LEMMA 4.4. For all polynomials T(u) of degree 6n, and for c > 0, 
1x1 < 5, 
IT’(x)1 6(45)(1 -(~lt)~)-“~ lITll~~~-t,t~. (4.10) 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 in Lorentz [ 11, p. 393 to P(u) = T(ug). 1 
Finally, we need the following lemma before proving Theorem 3.1: 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 0 <p6 00. Then for all 4 >O, 1x1 < 5, and all 
polynomials P of degree <II - 1, 
IIPIILpc-t,c,llP~x)l 2 C(1 - (x/S)2)“‘2p’(~ln)1’P, 
where C = C(p) only. 
(4.11) 
ProoJ If p = co, the left member of (4.11) is bounded below by 1, while 
the right is just C, so if p = co, we may take C= 1. Suppose now 0 <p < co. 
It follows from results in Nevai’s memoir (see Definition 6.3.1 [ 19, p. 1063, 
Definition 6.3.4 [19, p. 1071, Lemma 6.3.5 [19, p. 1081 and Theorem 6.3.13 
[ 19, p. 1133) that for all polynomials T(U) of degree <n - 1, T & 0, and 
for all Jyl < 1, 
s ’ I~~~~lp~~/l~~y~lp~~~~~~,p,~~ -I 
(with Nevai’s notation) 
>C((1-y)1’2+l/n)((l+y)1’2+l/n)/n 
2 C( 1 - y2)lj2/n. 
Here C = C(p). If we apply this inequality to the polynomial T(u) = P(&), 
where P is a polynomial of degree <n - 1, make a substitution in the 
integral defining the p-norm and let y = x/r, we obtain (4.11). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. We note first that we may assume that both (4.3) 
and (4.4) hold. For else, we can define Q*(U) satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) 
(with Q* replacing Q there), and such that Q*(u) = Q(U) for (a( > A. Then 
as Q(U) and Q*(U) are bounded in IuJ <A, 
W*(x) 4 exp(-Q*(x))-exp(-Q(x))= W(x), 
for x E R. Consequently for all x E R, 
L,,( W*,j, x) - L,p( W,j, xl. (4.12) 
Further, changing Q(U) for 1~1 <A does not affect the asymptotic 
behaviour of t,,: To distinguish the quantities for Q and Q*, let 
M:(r)=max{I(Q*)“(u)l: I4 <S:>, 
and let [,* be defined by 
(r,*)‘ww)=X5 (4.13) 
for large positive x. 
If, firstly, M,(t) -+ cc as 5 -+ co, then we see MT(t) = M*(t) for large < 
and consequently t.,* = t,, for large x. In this case, it obviously suffices to 
prove Theorem 3.1 for Q* and W*. 
Suppose next, M,(t) remains bounded (and hence approaches a finite 
limit) as 5 + co. Then the same is true of M:(t). We deduce from (3.1) and 
(4.13) that [.$-<,,-x , ‘I2 for large x. Further, (3.1) shows that 
(52.&J2 = 2~2(i”.w)l~2(52,,) -+ 2, 
as n -+ co. Hence ,uL,w 1 in (3.3) and, similarly, pf w 1, where ,u,* is the 
analogous quantity for Q*. If we can prove Theorem 3.1 for W* and Q*, 
then given a positive integer s*, (3.4) and (4.12) imply that 
fL,,( W,j, xl 2 C(LlnY+ ‘lp W(x), 
for 1x1 < @,, and hence for 1x1~ C(s*n) ‘I2 If we take s* large enough, we .
shall have proved both (3.2) and (3.4) for 1x1 d <,,. 
Thus, we can assume (4.3) and (4.4), and now proceed with the proof. 
For 0 <a < 1, let 
r(u)= (1 -a2)1’2. (4.14) 
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We first prove the following statement by induction on j: For all 0 < a < 1, 
and for all 1x1 <&, 
W-‘(x) ~,,pw,i> x) 2 C(ar(a) LlnY+“p, (4.15) 
where C = C(j, p, S) but C # C(a, n, x). 
j = 0: Let R,,[t; x] be the polynomial of degree 32~1, defined by (4.5) 
and (4.6) with sn replacing n. Then for 1x1 < r,,, (2.4), (4.7) and (4.8) yield 
W-‘(x) JL,,( w, 0, x) 
2 (4/5) 2-f IIP(t) UC ~llllp~-~s”.Sm)Il~~~~ LCx; XII n I 
2 C(l - (~/5,,)~)“‘~“‘(r,,/(32sn + n))‘lP 
(by Lemma 4.5, where C = C(p) only) 
a C(r(a) 5,,l~)“p, 
for 1x1 f atsn, with C= C(s, p). 
Assume true for 0, 1, Z,...,j - 1 (j > 1): Let 0 < a < 1 and let b = a”‘. Note 
that, by (4.14), 
br(b) = b( 1 - u)“~ = b( 1 - a’)“‘/( 1 + u)“’ > ur(u)/2. (4.16) 
Now by (2.4), for (xl <at,,, 
W-‘(x) A,(W,j, x) 
B C(br(b) {,,/nyp ’ + ‘lp kf, I(PWllr-m(-beut,brsn)/lp’(X) wit 
(4.17) 
by induction hypothesis, that is, by (4.15) with j replaced by j- 1. Next, let 
P E PHUi and let 1x16 ucSn = 6’5,. By (4.7), 
IP’b) fw)l = IP’(x) Mx; XII 
= Px(P(t) &Cc xl) - P(x) D,R,n[f; XII 
(here D, denotes the derivative w.r.t. t at t = x) 
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(by Lemma 4.4 and by (4.7)) 
d c IIpwIi L,( -hSsn,h<,.) W(W) i”.,,)) + (45.Y,,)~> (4.18) 
by (4.8), and as at (4.9). Substituting this last inequality into (4.17) and 
using (4.16), we obtain (4.15) for ,j. This completes the inductive proof of 
(4.15). 
Finally, Theorem 3.1 (i) follows from (4.15) by taking a = 6, while 
Theorem 3.l(ii) follows from (4.15) if we replace s by 2s so that (4.15) 
holds for Ix/ d a~r,Y,l. If we let a = t,,,/t2,,,, then r(a) 3 ,u~, where the latter is 
defined by (3.3), while at2,,,, = 5 ,,,. 1 
Proof qf Corollary 3.2(i). The statement (3.5) is equivalent to the 
following: 
(xl < Sl,Y,. This may be proved in exactly the same way as the induction 
step in the proof of (4.15); see (4.18). 1 
Proof of Corollary 3.2(ii). This follows from (2.5) and 
Theorem 3.1 (i). 1 
Proof of Corollary 3.3. Since Ab,,,P is monotone decreasing in n, and since 
I > n, (2.4) and Theorem 3.l(ii) show that for 1x1 < <K(n) and PE P,- 1, 
IV”) w(~)lllp~Il Lp(R,r4,,;vK~~ -xl W(x) 
6 4j!,,,( W,j, x) W(x) 
d C(K(n)/(t,(n, I&#‘+ “‘. (4.19) 
Since the extreme right member of (4.19) is independent of x, (3.7) shows 
that (4.19) is valid for all x E R. Then (3.8) follows and (3.9) follows from 
the case p= cc andj= 1 of (3.8). 1 
Remark. The case j= 0 of Corollary 3.3 directly yields an L, weighted- 
Nikolskii inequality: For all polynomials P of degree bn, 
IIPWII L,(Iw)G ~wMSnPK(n))PP lIfwLp(R). 
Using this and a simple standard argument, one can show that for 
0 < r <p 6 co, and all polynomials P of degree <n, 
IIPWII L,(R) d c(K(n)l(5,~,(,,))“‘~ ‘jP IIPWII,,(.,. 
Using different methods, Mhaskar and Saff [ 14, Theorems 3.1, 6.11 
obtained weighted-Nikolskii nequalities in general situations. 
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5. ESTIMATES ASSOCIATED WITH DERIVATIVES OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we estimate, in effect, Freud-Christoffel functions for 
[ - 1, 13. Throughout we let Tk(x) = cos(k arccos(x)) be the kth Chebyshev 
polynomial, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and we let u(x) = (1 - x2)) “* be the Chebyshev 
weight on [ - 1, 11. The orthonormal polynomials for u are denoted by 
P/AU, x), k = 0, 1, L.., so that pk(u, x) = (2/Z7)“*Tk(x), k = 1, 2, 3 ,.... We let 
n-l 
Kl(u, x2 t) = c P&(4 X)Pk(U, t) 
k=O 
n--I 
1 
(5.1) 
= wm c T&(X) T&(f), 
k=O 
where ’ indicates that the first term is multiplied by 4. Further, we let 
Kt”, x, t, = 1 dd”, x, pk(% l) 
k=O 
n-l 
= (2/n) 1’ T&(0, x) T&(u, t). 
k=O 
(5.2) 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 1 <p-c 00. Then 
(ii) 
1 ’ I&( U, x, t)j” dt < Cnp I, I.4 d +. 
.I , 
I ’ lKr( u, x, t)j” dt < Cn2p- ‘, 1x1 d +. -I (5.4) 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 6.3.30 in Nevai [19, p. 1201. 
n,iii) By the Ch ristoffel-Darboux formula and (5.1) and (5.2), for 
A 2 
K(u,-T t)=(1/17)(0,{T,(x)l(x-t)} T,,-,(t)- T,(t)D,~T,-,(x)l(x-t)j) 
We deduce that 
= (l/n) i 1 T;(x)/(x - t) - T,(x)/(x - t)‘l 
/=fl-1 
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if 1x1 ,< 4, by the inequality (4.10). We write [- 1, 11 = JJ uf, where 
X={(~E[-l,l]: (x-tl>l/n} and j=[-l,l]\S. We see that as 
Ix-tl-‘<n in 9, 
s Ir,(v, x, t)lP dr < Cnp Ix - tI -p dt .a s 9 
2 
< cnp I ~ u pdu,<Cn2pP’. (5.5) IIn 
Further, by (4.10), for 1x1 ~4, ItI < 1, 
Hence 
s 
(KL(u, x, t)lP dtd Cn-‘n2P. (5.6) 
.I 
Finally (5.5) and (5.6) yield (5.4). m 
In accordance with standard usage, we shall say integers j and k have 
similar parity if they are either both even or both odd. Otherwise, they 
have opposite parity. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let j be a fixed positive integer. Then for all large enough k, 
Tij’(O) = 0, lfj, k have opposite parity 
,(-l)(i+k)/&J, $j, k have similar parity. (5.7) 
Proof Suppose first j is even. Then if k is odd, Tk is an odd polynomial 
and so Tp)(O) = 0. Assume now k is even and write k = 21. Using the 
explicit formula for the Chebyshev polynomials in Freud [4, p. 34, line 53, 
we see 
Tk(X) = T,,(x) = i &,,n x2n, 
where 
B2,,n = ( - 1)” + ’ n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1. (5.9) 
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We omit the proof, as it is straightforward and tedious. Hence 
(-l)“+‘Bx,~ 21f2n ( ) 
Then, by (5.8) and the formula for coefficients of a Maclaurin series, and 
taking j = 2n, 
( -l)(i+k)‘2T(ki)(0) = (- l)“+‘T$y’(O) = (- 1)“+‘(2n)! Bzr,, 
(21)! 
>‘(21-2n)! 
B C( 2Q2” = CkJ, 
by (5.10). Further by the inequality (4.10), we see 
(- l)(j+k)P y-I;“(o) G ckj, k=j+ l,j+2,.... 
This establishes (5.7) for j even. For j odd, the proof is similar. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let j and 1 be fixed non-negative integers. Then for n large 
enough, 
2 (n, j, 1) g nf’ TV)(O) Tf)(O) 
k=O 
= 0, 
-d+l+ 1 
1 
if j, I have opposite parity. 
if j, 1 have similar parity. (5.11) 
Proof By Lemma 5.2, TV)(O) rf)(O) # 0 only if j, k and I have the same 
parity. Hence C (n, j, E) = 0 if j, 1 have opposite parity. If j, k and 1 have the 
same parity, then (j+ k) + (I+ k) is a multiple of 4, so that 
(-l)U+k)P+V+k)l2- - 1. By Lemma 5.2, 
1 hj, 0-1 kj+‘, 
where the second sum is over all non-negative k <n such that k has the 
same parity as j and 1. Then (5.11) follows. 1 
Finally, we construct a certain sequence of polynomials: 
LEMMA 5.4. Let j be a fixed non-negative integer. Let 0 <p < co. Then 
there exists a positive integer r, and a sequence of polynomials Y,,, n > no, 
such that for n 3 no, 
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6) deg(Y,)dn- 1. 
(ii) lIY,IILp, -,,l,Gn’-“P 
(iii) For s = 0, 1, 2 ,..., j, 
(5.12) 
Y?)(O) = 0 (f s and j have opposite parity 
-pf+” ifs andj have similar parity. (5.13) 
Proof. Suppose first j is even. We use a trick from Nevai [ 19, p. 113, 
Theorem 6.3.131. Let r be a positive integer such that rp > 1. For each 
positive integer n, let m denote the greatest integer < (n - 1 )/r. We set 
m-l 
Y,(t) = (K&4 0, t,y = 
i 
C’ Tk(O) Tk(t)ln 
k=O 
so that Y, has degree 6n - 1. If 0 <p < cc, Lemma 5.1 (i) yields 
j”’ IY,(t)l”dt= j’ \K,(u,O, t)l’Pdt<Cnrp-‘. 
-1 
Then (5.12) follows for Ocp -c 00. Since JK,Ju, 0, t)l 6 Cn, ItI Q 1, (5.12) 
also follows for p = GO. We next wish to prove (5.13). Let 0 ds 6j. By 
applying Leibniz’s formula for the higher derivatives of a product of two 
functions repeatedly, we see 
Y?‘(t) = DS( {K,(v, 0, t))‘) (5.14) 
=I s! 
1, ! I, ! . . .I, ! 
0: K,,,(v, 0, t) 0; K,,,(v, 0, t) ‘.. Df K,(v, 0, t), 
where the sum is over all r-tuples of non-negative integers (I,, 12,..., I ) such 
that 2, + l2 + ... + 1, = s. By Lemma 5.3, the only non-zero terms in the 
sum when t = 0, are those for which 1,) 12,..., 1, are all even. It follows that 
Y:)(O) = 0 ifs is odd, since from I, + 1, + . . . + 1, = s, at least one li must be 
odd. Suppose now s is even. By Lemma 5.3, when t = 0, each non-zero term 
in this sum is bounded below by 
Hence Y(“)(O) 2 C~Z’+~ where C depends on s, p and j. Finally inequality 
(4.10) shgws that each’term in the sum (5.14) is bounded above by Cn’+‘. 
This establishes (5.13). 
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If j is odd, one chooses an integer i such that ip > 1, and sets r = 2i. 
Further we let m be the greatest integer 6 (n - 1 )/i, and let 
Y,(t) = (Jau, 0, t))‘, 
with the notation of (5.2). By Lemma 5.l(ii), if O<p< a, 
1 ’ (Y,(t)JPdtdCn2Pi~‘=CnP’--‘. -1 
This yields (5.12). Using Lemma 5.3 as before, we see 
Y;:)(o) = 0 ifs is even and s <j, 
and 
y;;)(o) - n., + 2i = nr + s if s is odd and s 6 j. a 
One can use Lemma 5.4 to show that for 0 < e < 1 and 0 <p < 03, 
inf ((PJ(L~C~,,,7/1P(‘)(x)(h.n-‘-““, 
PEP,-, 
1x1 < 1-e. However, we left Lemma 5.4 as it stands because we shall need 
the full detail of (5.13) in the next section. 
6. PROOF OF THE GENERAL UPPER BOUND 
As a first step in establishing upper bounds for &( IV, j, x), we need 
upper bounds for the L,(R) norm of a weighted polynomial P W in terms 
of the L, norm of PW over some finite interval: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let W(x) = exp( -Q(x)), where Q satisfies (2.1), (2.2), and 
(3.12). Let O<p, < co. Then ifq,, is defined by (3.13), 
IIPW Lp(W)6U +CK-“) lI~WLp(-Kqn,Kq,)r (6.1) 
for all polynomials P of degree 6 n, and for p, <p < a3. Here C = C(p,) 
only, while K # K(p, , p). 
Proof As in [ 123, we use Cartan’s lemma [2, p. 1741, and modify a 
trick from the convergence theory of Pade approximation. Let P E IID, and 
write 
P(x)=c fi (x-XJ 
j=l 
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where m < n, and where we may assume c # 0. We group the zeros of P as 
follows: For 1 <j<k, IXj] <2q,,, and for k<j<m, IXjl >2q,. Let IxJa2q, 
and IuJ <qn. Then if 1 <j<k, 
Ix-xilllu --Xi) <2 Ixlllu-Xii, 
while if k <j ,< m, 
Ix--xilIb--;I G (1 + 14/(2q,)Y(l- lull(2q,))~2 Ixllq,, 
Hence for (xl >2q, and IuI 6q,, 
IP(x)/P(u)l6(2/xl/q.,)‘“-*(2Ixl)*i(~ (x-xi)/ j= I
6 (2 lxl/q,)“-k(2 I4lhJK (6.2) 
for JxI$2q, and (u( Q q,, such that u $9, where Y has linear Lebesgue 
measure at most 4erq,, and r > 0. Here we have used Cartan’s lemma on 
small values of polynomials (see, for example, Baker [2, p. 1741). Let us 
choose r= 1/(4e) and let A=(-q,,, q,,)\(Yu (-A, A)). Then A? has 
linear Lebesgue measure at least qn - 2A, for large n. Further if 1x1 2 2q,, 
and UEA’, (6.2) shows 
P(x) W(x)lll P(u) Wu)l G exp(n log@e Ixllq,) - Q(x) + Q(u)). (6.3) 
We note that by (2.2), M,(t) is not identically zero, and hence 
@4,(r) + co as r --t co. It follows that if, for example, A < u < 5, 
IQ(u)1 <lQV)I +I’ IQ’(u)1 duG24M,(t), 
A 
for large enough 4. Hence, if n is large enough, (3.13) shows 
IQ(u)1 < %Jfi(q,) = 2~ LlE4d. 
Together with (3.12) and (6.3), this implies that if 1x1 2 max(2, C,> qn and 
UEA!, 
P(x) WxMP(~) Vu)16 exp@ log@e3) - 2n hdlxllq,)) 
G ev( --n h3(lxllqJ) 
if 1x1 >Kq,, with K large enough. Let p1 bp< co. We have 
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s V’(x) Wx)lp dx IA> KY. 
B (q,/lxl)“pdx inf{ IP(u) W(u)I? UE A) 
<2q,(np- l)-‘K’-“P(q,-2A)-’ 1 [P(u) W(u)(Pdu. 
.M 
(as M has linear measure at least qn - 2A) 
<KK-“P ‘In 
I 
F’(u) Wu)l” du 
--Yn 
if pi <p< co, and n an,, where nO=n,(p,) only. Finally (6.1) follows 
easily from this last inequality for p, Gp < co. Because the constants are 
independent of p, we can let p -+ a3 to deduce (6.1) for p = co also. 1 
In much the same way as in Lemma 4.2, one can prove that q, is non- 
decreasing; lim, _ m qX = co, x/q, is non-decreasing and q2.JqX < 2. These 
basic properties of qX are implicit in the sequel. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let F(y) be a function of y, and y be a function of x. Let k 
be a positive integer. Then 
%{F(Y)) =&,! j ;;.. j,! fl”(~) fi t~'"'tx)l~!)'~~ (6.4) 
2’ s=l 
where the sum is taken over all integers q > 0, i, b 0, s = 1, 2,..., q, such that 
i, + 2i, + 3i, + . . . +qi,=k. Further, l=i,+i,+ ... +i,. 
Proof See Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [ 10, p. 19, formula 0.430(2)]. 1 
We can now construct polynomials which approximate l/W: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let W(x) = exp( - Q(x)), where Q satisfies (2.1), (2.2) with 
A =O, (3.10) and (3.12). Let K be the constant in Lemma 6.1. Let 
B,=min{O,min{Q”(u): Iu( <Kq,}}, (6.5) 
U,[ t; x] = Q’(x)( t - x) + B,( t - x)72, (6.6) 
and, with the notation of (4.1) let 
v,ct; xl = W-‘(x) P,(U,Ct; xl), (6.7) 
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where m is the greatest integer &n/4. Let j be a positive integer. Let t: > 0. 
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for n > n,, 1x1 d 6q, and (tl < Kq,,, the 
following hold: 
(i) V, [ t; x] has degree < 1112. 
(ii) o< V,[t;x] W(t),<5/4. (6.8) 
(iii) V,,[x; x] = W-‘(x). (6.9) 
(iv) ID”, V,[t; xl1 d&W m’(x)(n/q,)k, k= 1, 2 ,..., j. (6.10) 
Proof: Part (i) follows from (6.7) and the choice of m. 
(ii) Let 1x1 < Kq,,, ItI d Kq,,. By (6.6), for some w between t and x, 
Q(t) - Q(x) - U,[t; xl = (Q”(W) - B,)(t - x)*/2 3 0, 
by choice of B,. Hence 
We ‘(t) 3 W- ‘(x) exp( U,[t; xl). 
Let 0 < 6 ~‘1. If 1,x( < 6q, and ItI 6 Kq,, (6.6) shows 
Iu,Ct;xlI,<2KM,(Sg,)q,+2 IB,IWq,J2 
G2KM,(hJ qn + 2&W~n)/qn)(Kq~) 
(by (3.10) and (6.5), if n is large enough) 
< M,(q,) q,/17 = 417, 
(6.11) 
if 6 is small enough, by (3.11) and (3.13). Hence from Lemma 4.1 and 
(6.11), we deduce that for 1 tl < Kq,, and 1x1 < 6qH, and n large enough 
w-+)2(4/5) w-‘(x)P,(U,[t;x])>O 
and (6.8) follows. 
Part (iii) follows immediately from (6.6) and (6.7). 
(iv) For large enough n, 
P,(t) = exp(t) + O(tj+ ‘) as t -+ 0. 
Further U,,[ t; x] = O() t - xl ) as t -+ x. Hence, as t --f x 
P,(Ui,[t;x])=exp(U,[t;x])+O(It-x/j+’) 
and from (6.7) we deduce 
0: V,[t; x] = W-‘(x) D”, exp(U,[t; xl), k= 1, 2 ,..., j. (6.12) 
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We now apply Lemma 6.2 to estimate the right member of (6.12). Let 
F(y) =exp(y) and y = U,[t; x], so that as y(x) =O, F”)(y) = 1 in (6.4). 
Further y’“‘(x) = 0 if s > 2. It follows that 
(6.13) 
where the sum is over all i, 20, i, 20 such that i, + 2iz = k. Now if 
1x1 d dq,, where 6 is small enough, (3.11) and (6.6) show that 
while if n>n,(s), (3.10) (6.5) and (6.6) show that 
lw-J,Cwll= IK71 <EM,(qn)/qn=En/q;. 
Hence for (xl <6q, and ItI 6 Kq,, (6.13) yields 
ID”, bwWCc xl)II 6 WhY 
and combined with (6.12) this inequality yields (6.10). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. In much the same way as in Theorem 3.1, we 
may assume A = 0 in (2.2). Given a positive integer n, we let I denote the 
greatest integer <n/2. By (2.4) and Lemma 6.1, for n > no, 
(where V,[t; x] is as in Lemma 6.3, and by Lemma 6.3(i)) 
by (6.8). Now choose 
P*(t) = Y,((t - x)lWq,)), (6.15) 
where Y, is as in Lemma 5.4. If 1x1 <Kg,, we see that 
lIP*(t)llL~(--Ky,,Kyn) G Wqn)l’P II Yhp~-,,~l 
< Cq~/2n’p’lP, (6.16) 
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by (5.12). Let 1x1 <6q,, where 6 is so small that (6.10) holds for a given E. 
Then Leibniz’s formula shows that 
3 (P*(j)(x) V,[x; x-J/ - 
3 w- '(x)(c, 4;' 1 Y)"(o)1 - c2.5 i 1 rjj- k)(o)l q;(j- k)(tt/q,)k) 
k=l 
(by (6.9) (6.10) and (6.15)) 
> W-‘(x) n’(n/qJ(C3 - Cd&), (6.17) 
by (5.13) where C3, C4 depend on j, but are independent of E. If E is small 
enough, C, - C,c>O and so for (XI <6q,, (6.14), (6.16), and (6.17) yield 
(3.14). m 
We remark that if Q is even and convex, and Q’(x) 2 0, x E (0, co), then 
the proofs above can be substantially simplified: In (6.5), B, = 0, and all 
non-vanishing derivatives of V,[t; x] have the same sign. Further then, 
there is no longer any necessity to impose (3.11). 
7. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.5 AND 3.6 
Theorem 3.5 will be deduced from Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, but first we 
need some preliminary lemmas and notation. Throughout, we let&(x) = 1, 
and given a positive integerj, we let 
fitx) = fi expk(xh XER, 
k=l 
(7.1) 
gj(x) = fi l”gk(x), X > expj- l(O). (7.2) 
k=l 
By induction on j it is not difficult to see that 
D, exPj(x) =&(x), XEIR, 
and 
DJJX) =fi(x) i fk - ltx), 
k=l 
x E R!. 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let c, p > 0 and 1 be a fixed positive integer. Lef 
Q(x) = c ewW’)~ XER, 
and let 
h(x) = pxP-lfi- l(xp), x > 0. 
Then 
ti) Q(j)(x) = Qtx)tW)Y’tl + 41 )h x + co, j= 1, 2, 3. 
(ii) Zf<, is the root of(3.1), then 
Tf: = log,(xrld{cP2g:(x)}), X-+cO, 
where 
VI,= 1+0(l), X-+X). 
(iii) 1 - L/L-tg,t4-‘? X-+00. 
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(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
Proof. (i) For j= 1, we see from (7.1), (7.3), (7.5), and (7.6), that 
Q’(x) = Q(x) h(x). (7.11) 
Differentiating, we obtain, using (7.11) 
and similarly 
Q”(x) = Q’(x) h(x) + Q(x) h’(x) 
= Q(x) h2W{ 1 + h’tx)lh*(x)}, (7.12) 
Q”‘(x) = Q(x) h3(x){ 1 + 3h’(x)/h’(x) + h”(x)/h3(x)}. (7.13) 
If we compute h’(x) and h”(x) from (7.6) and (7.4) (we omit the messy for- 
mulae) and use the fact that (if 122) lim,,, x”f,-2(xp)/exp,-,(xP)=0, 
for any a > 0, then we see that 
lim h’(x)/h2(x) = lim h”(x)/h3(x) = 0, 
x-m x-00 
and then (7.12) and (7.13) imply (7.7). 
(7.14) 
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(ii) For large positive X, we may obviously define qr > 0 by the formula 
in (7.8). We must prove (7.9). Now by (3.1) and by (7.7) with ,j = 2, as 
X-+00, 
(by (7.5) and (7.6)) 
= cx~,{cp*g:(x,} -’ (y kfJ log,jx~~/{cP’g:(x)})}2 (1 + O(l))? 
by (7.1) and (7.8). Using (7.2) we deduce 
1 = fix jj (logk(xrl,l~cP2g:(x)~)/logk xl’ (1 + 41)). 
k=l 
(7.15) 
If q, < 1 - 6, the right member of (7.15) is bounded above by q,(l + o(l)) 
for large x, and so 1 < v], < 1, a contradiction. Thus qX 2 1 - o( 1) for large 
x. Then for large x, the right member of (7.15) is bounded below by 
q,( 1 + o( 1)) and so 1 2 qX( 1 + o( 1)) and q-z 2 1. Hence (7.9) follows. 
(iii) Firstly, differentiating (3.1) with respect o X, 
25:5,Q”(4,) + S:Q”‘(t,) l:= 1 
=>.~4:li”.{2+Q”‘(~,,~,lQ”(~,),=1~ (7.16) 
by (3.1). Now by (7.7) and (7.6), as x+ CC, 
Q”‘(L) t./Q”(t.)=d’:.fl-- ,(5”,)(1 +41)) 
= P(1o&x) ‘n’ log, k(X)( 1 + O( 1 1) 
kz, 
(by (7.1), (7.8), and (7.9)) 
= m,(x)( 1 + 4 1)). 
From (7.16) we deduce 
x5:lL=(Pgl(x))-‘(l+4f)), x+cO. (7.17) 
Next, from (7.2), (7.8) and (7.9) we see that for all large enough x, and 
x<v<2x, 
4Y-tP-52, and g,(x)-g,(u). (7.18) 
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Then, given large positive x, there exists u between x and 2x such that 
1 - 5,152.X = (<2.x - LYr2.x 
= xc bl< 2.r 
- vCl5, 
(by (7.18)) 
-k,(o))-] 
(by (7.17)) 
by (7.18). 1 
-k,(x))-', 
LEMMA 7.2. Let Q(x) be given by (7.5). For each positive integer n, let 
a,, = a be the root of the equation 
Then 
n=(2/Z7)J^‘axQ’(ax)(l-~~)~~‘~dx. 
0 
(7.19) 
(i) For all polynomials P of degree Gn, 
lIpwIL~(.,= IIp~lILx(-.~,,~). (7.20) 
(ii) There exists a constant C such that for large n, 
ap < log,(Cn(g,(n)} -“2). (7.21) 
Proof. Part (i) follows from (3.7) in Example 3 in Mhaskar and Saff 
Cl51. 
(ii) We apply a rather crude form of Laplace’s method to (7.19). A 
more detailed analysis shows that the right member of (7.21) is of the 
correct order as regards the power of gl(n). Firstly, we can rewrite (7.19) as 
(IZn/( 2a)) = j,$ cos eQ’(a cos 0) de. (7.22) 
Given a > 0, let 
E= (ah(a)/2)p1’2, (7.23) 
where h is as in (7.6). Further, let 
f( 0) =f( a; f3) = log Q’(a cos e), 8 E [O, z7/2]. (7.24) 
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Then (7.22) yields 
(17nb)) 2 cos E I ’ exp(f(8)) d0. (7.25) 0 
For notational convenience, let 
u=u(u;e)=acose and w = ~(a; 0) = a sin 19. (7.26) 
Differentiating (7.24), we obtain 
f’(e) = +Q”(u)/Q’(u), 
f”(e) = w2{Q”‘(4 Q’(u) - @“W,‘)/(Q’(4)* - uQ”(u)/Q’(u). 
By (7.7), we have for 0 6 0 < F, 
f”(e)=w2{~2(u)(l+o(l)-h2(u)(l+o(l))}-oh(u)(l+o(l)) 
= o(a2&2){o(h2(a))} - uh(u)(l + o( 1)) 
(by (7.26) and monotonicity of h) 
= O(& -2) - uh(u)( 1 + o( 1 )), (7.27) 
by (7.23). Next, given 0 < 8 d E, there exists q between 0 and 0 such that 
Us = u cos eh(u cos 8) 
= ah(u) + 8( -a(sin q) h(u cos r) - ~‘(~0s q)(sin v) h’(a cos q)) 
= ah(u) + o(a&2h(u)) + o(u2&2h’(u)) 
(asO<q<& and by (7.14)) 
= ah(u) + a(&-*). 
Hence, for 0 < 8 GE, (7.27) and this last inequality show 
j-ye) = -d+2) + O(E~*). 
Next for 0 < 8 GE, there exists q between 0 and 6’ such that 
f(e) =m + w-v) + vmfw 
= log Q’(u) + 0 - (uh(u)/2) e* + o(e*E-2) 
(by (7.24) and (7.28)) 
= log Q’(u) - (e/&)2 + o(l), 
(7.28) 
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by (7.23). Hence for large IZ and a = a,, (7.25) yields 
KInl4 2 QW 5,’ exp( - W)‘) de 
= QYub jol exp( - u2) du 
Hence, for some constant C1 independent of n, 
C, n >, aQ’(a) E 
= Q(u)(uh(u))(uh(u)/2)-“2 
(by (7.11) and (7.23)) 
~~exp~(a~){pa~fi-,(a~))“~, 
by (7.5) and (7.6). Writing 
a; = up = log,@,n/{ g,(n)}“2), 
where 6, > 0, we see that 6, < C, n > n,, in much the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 7.1 (ii). This establishes (7.21). 1 
We can now prove Theorem 3.5: 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Firstly, from (3.16) and (7.8), we see 
L=e,(l+41)), n-boo. (7.29) 
Next, taking s= 1 in Theorem 3.1, (3.3) and (7.10) show 
Pn-(g,(n))-“*~ n-+oo. (7.30) 
Hence Theorem 3.1 shows that for 0 <E < 1, 
k,,( w,j, xl a c(e,lny’+ ‘lp W(x), 
while 
l-4 GE@“, (7.31) 
k,,vw, ~)~c(e,(g,(n)}-l’2iny’fl’p~(~), I4 G tn. (7.32) 
Next, let us set 
a) = wM4)3’2, (7.33) 
64014414-6 
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for large enough n, where C, is some positive constant. By (7.8) and (7.9) 
we see 
5~(,)=log,(C,n(g,(n))3’2(1 +0(l))l(cp2g:(ri(n))}) 
=log(C,n(g,(n))-“*(1 +WMdH 
(by (7.2) and (7.33)) 
if Cr is large enough, by (7.21). Then Lemma 7.2(i) shows that (3.7) holds. 
Hence (3.8) and (3.9) hold. But, by (7.29), (7.30), and (7.33) 
by (3.18), (7.2) and (7.33). Together with (3.8) and (3.9), (7.31) and (7.32) 
yield the lower bound in (3.17) and also yield (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21). 
Finally, we must establish the upper bound in (3.17), and to this end we 
apply Theorem 3.4. Since Q is convex, (3.10) holds trivially, while it is easy 
to verify that (3.11) holds. Further, if 1x1 > 2l’P5,Q(x)> Q(r)‘, and then 
(3.12), follows easily from (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7). Finally, from (3.13), (7.5), 
(7.6), and (7.7), we obtain q,, = (3,,(1 + o(l)), n 3 co. Then (3.14) yields 
(3.17). m 
Proof of Theorem 3.6(i). From (3.1), (3.3), and (3.13), we see 
~,x=(+l(~-lHP”~ 
p,= (1 -2p/ap*, 
qx = (X/cp, 
and it is easy to see that (3.10), (3.1 I), and (3.12) are satisfied. Then 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 immediately yield (3.23). Further, by Lemma 6.1, 
there exists C > 0 such that 
for all polynomials P of degree <n. If follows that in (3.7), we may take 
x(n) = C, n, where C, is large enough. Then (3.8) yields (3.24). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.6(ii). The upper bound (3.25) follows as before 
from Theorem 3.4. The lower bounds may be proved as follows: Let 
Q*(u) = Ju/“*, UE R. 
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Note that as a<2, Q*“(u)<O, u>O. Given x#O, let 
S[u;x] =Q*‘(x’)(u-x*)=(a/2) 1x1’-*(u--x*). 
Then for 0 < u < 00, there exists u between u and x2 such that 
Q*(u)- Q*(x2)-S[u;x] = Q*“(u)(u-x*)*/2! GO, 
and we deduce, by setting u = t*, that 
Q(t) G Q(x) + SD’; xl, tER. (7.34) 
Now let K> E > 0 and let En”‘< 1x1 < Kn”“. Then for 1 tl < 2Kn”*, 
IS[t’;x]l =(a/2) lxjl /(t/x)*-11 <(a/2)K”n8(K/e)’ 
d C, n/4. 
Here C, = C,(a, E, K). Then if m is the least integer >C,n/4, (7.34) and 
(4.2) show 
W(t)>, W(x) exp( -S[t*; x]) 
2(4/5) W(x)P,(-S[t2;x])>0, (7.35) 
for En”* 6 1x1 < Kn”” and ItI < 2Kn”“. Hence if 
R,[t; xl = W(x) P,( -S[P; xl), 
we obtain from (7.35) 
a (4/5) W(x) jff W(t) &Cc ~lllLII~-2~n~~~.,2~n~~~~/I~~~~ RLx3 XIIn I 
2 CW(x)(nl’“/n)l’P, 
by Lemma 4.5, if cnLia Q 1x1 G Kn”‘. 
Further, from the proof of Lemma 6.1 or the proof of Lemma 6.3 in 
[14], it is not diffkult to see that for large enough C2 and 
1x1 > C2qn = C2WPal 
IIPWII Lp(R)IIPwx)= 
Hence (3.26) holds for j = 0 and 1x12 En’/” = se,,. The proof for general j
may be completed by induction in much the same way as the proof of 
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Theorem 3.1. The only difference is that, instead of an inequality like 
(4.18), one uses the following: If .sn’la <x < Kn”“, 
P’(x) W(x)1 = P’(x) &L-x; XII 
~C(n/5,)max{IPWl(x):(~/2)n”*~xX22Kn””l. 
Similarly if - Kn”” < x < -uz”‘. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.6(iii) requires a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let W(x) = exp( -Q(x)), XE R, where Q(x) = (xl’, XE R, 
some 0 < a < 1. Let B > 0, 0 <p < co and j be a non-negative integer. Then 
W-B(x) A,,( wfi, j, xl 2 &A Wp,j, Oh XER. (7.36) 
Proof We use the argument of Mhaskar and Saff [14, 
Theorem 6.5(a)]: Since Q(t - x) d Q(t) -t Q(x), t, x E R, we have 
Wt-X)IW(X)~ W(t), x, tER. (7.37) 
Let O<p< co. By (2.4) if the infs are over P,,- 1, 
{ WeB(x) &,,J Wp,j, x)}” 
= inf s 
x [P(u) WI’(u)y du/lP”‘(x) WL’(x)Ip 
--I 
= inf s r IP(t-x) Wfi(t-x)l”dt/(P”‘(x) WD(x)Ip - m 
3 inf I x: (R(t) WD(t)lP dt/JR”‘(0)(P, -a 
where R(t) = P(t -x) and we have used (7.37). Then (7.36) follows. For 
p = cc, the proof is easier. 1 
LEMMA 7.4. With the notation of Lemma 7.3, 
W2P(x) -f (pV’( w2”, x))’ < c, XER, (7.38) 
k=O 
where C = C(j, /I). 
Proof In the proof of this lemma, we let pk(x) =pk( WzB; x). By (2.5) 
and (7.36) it suffices to prove 
f (py(o)y< 00. 
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First, we note that 
jm (log W’~(.))/(l+u~)dU= -2fifrn lul”/(l+zZ)du> -co, 
-m --oo 
and so the moment problem associated with W2p is indeterminate 
(Akhiezer [ 1, pp. 87-88, Problem 141). Then Akhiezer [ 1, pp. 5, 541 shows 
that 
2 I Pk(412 
k=O 
converges uniformly in compact subsets of C. By the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, it follows that 
f bk(z)Pk(u)l 
k=O 
converges uniformly for z, u in compact subsets of C. Applying Cauchy’s 
integral formula for derivatives of analytic functions twice, we obtain 
,co (p:'(o))2=(j!:(2ni))*j z-./-I 
121 =I 
and we deduce (7.39). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.6(iii). From Lemma 7.4 with j = 0 and a suitable 
choice of p, and from Theorem 6.1 in Mhaskar and Saff [14], we deduce 
that ifO<p<r<co, then for all PELF’,, 
IIpwlI L,(R) G c IIPWII Lp( rw)> (7.40) 
where C = C( p, r). In particular, taking r = co, and using (2.4), we see 
w-‘(x) AI,p( w, 0, x) 2 c, 3 XER, 
which establishes (3.27) for j = 0 and 0 <p d 00. Next, let 0 -cp < 2 and j be 
a non-negative integer. Let P be a polynomial of degree <n. Let 
O” ak = P(t)p,( w2; t) w2(t) dt, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. 
-cc 
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IP(j) WI(x) = f a,pF’( w2; x) W(x) 
k=O 
(by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 7.4) 
by (7.40). We deduce that (3.27) holds for 0 <p 6 2, and j= 0, 1, 2 ,.... 1 
Finally, we prove that the polynomials are not dense in 
/i, = {f:fw~ L,(R)}, 0 <p < cc, and W as in Theorem 3.6(iii). We note 
that for more general weights, a related result is quoted in Akhiezer 
[ 1, p. 87, problem 131. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let W(x) = exp( -Q(X)), x E R, where Q(x) = /xl ‘, some 
0 < CI < 1. Then ij” 0 < p < co, the polynomials are not dense in A,. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary. Then for each ,fE A,,, there exists a 
sequence of polynomials { U,,} such that 
lim II (f’- u,, 1 W Lpt R I = 0. (7.41) ,T 4 1 
Consider some finite subinterval of R, say [0, 11, Then (7.41) implies that 
U, W converges in linear Lebesgue measure in [0, 1 ] to fw as n --f co, and 
consequently some subsequence converges a.e. in [0, l] to jW. We shall 
denote this subsequence by (U, W} also. Now by (7.40), there exists C 
independent of n and of {U,} such that 
II u, WII L,(Iw)~~II~,~~IIL~(Iw,. 
We deduce that for a.e. x E [0, 11, 
I.Wl (x) d c llfwl Lr( R) 
and hence for all f E AP, and some C independent off, 
llfwl L,[O,l] d c llfwllL,(R,~ 
which is obviously false. m 
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